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Cover My Ass Disclaimer: 

I’ve decided this document has languished long enough and needs to get out there both for 

feedback and to help SAR teams understand cell phones. A number of incidents recently have 

emphasized the need to act immediately – within the first operational period – to determine the 

location of the cell phone, even to bring in cell detection equipment: The cell’s battery is failing 

and the need to act quickly is critical. 

This is a work in progress and always will be. I badly need comments on organization and, 

especially, any technical errors – especially lines marked in yellow. If you have Word and 

extensive corrections or suggestions, turn on Comments and mark up the document. If you 

have just a few ideas or comments, send them in an email with reference to page number and 

paragraph. I would especially encourage you to actually make the correction according to how 

you think it should be written or presented and, if I agree, I’ll just paste it in. The Preplanning 

and Active Incident checklists, especially, need editing. When you send it back, substitute your 

name for mine in your edited version. 

8/5/2017 Working with Joseph Elfelt and others, we now have a Cell Phone Forensics Workflow 

with resource contacts and step by step instructions to attempt to obtain location information 

from a cell depending on the level of initial information or contact with the target phone.  

Thanks! 

George Durkee 

National Park Service 

GIS Ranger Resources 

Adjunct Instructor, GIS & Emergency Services 

Columbia College 

gedurkee@sonic.net 

209-591-8802  
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Cell Phone Forensics Guide for Search and Rescue 
 

 
 

SCOPE 

This operational guide is intended for use by law enforcement and associated SAR teams to 

understand the workflow, capabilities and limits of using cell phone technology in finding 

missing people. The goal has been to produce a document with enough information for 

effective and informed response but not too much to make it unwieldy. It is intended to be used 

in conjunction with the Law Enforcement Telephone Investigations Resource Guide, which gives 

contact numbers, procedures and exigent circumstances guidelines for law enforcement to 

contact cell phone carriers.  

 

Loren Pfau of Colorado SAR began this document a few years ago. At about the same time, 

John Dill (YOSAR) and I were getting a series of webinars from Justin Ogden (AFRCC) 

explaining how cell phones work and how to map cell signals. We were – and are – astounded 

there is no good summary guide on cell phones for SAR or emergency services. I’ve built on 

Loren’s work to fill that need. 

 

The guide will always be a work in progress. It is dependent on the input and needs of law 

enforcement and SAR teams and advances in technology. Send suggestions, further resource 

references and corrections to the correspondence author.  

    

 

The latest version will always be available at https://goo.gl/HZTtUC  
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Flowchart for Cell Forensics Decision Making 
(courtesy Art Fortini Sierra Madre SAR) 
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Is his phone 
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roaming on theirs

no
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yes

Call local PSAP 

to get his 

location

Get most recent 

registration data 

from all providers 
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with

no

AT&T

Verizon

T-Mobile

Sprint

Nextel

Ask all providers for:

- Lat/long of the towers he hit

- His nominal direction from the 

towers

- If available, his distance from 

the tower

- If available, his Lat/Long

- Get data from the last several 

hours he was registered.

Did he make 

the call?
yes

no

Still able to text 

him?

no

Can he turn on 

the GPS in his 

phone?

Tell him to 

- Go to http://gps.asrc.net/~admin/

- Login using “Guest”

- Say yes when asked if the app 

can turn on his GPS

no

Have him take a 

photo of the sole 

of his shoe and 

send it to you

Can he tell you 

his Lat/long?

yes

no
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Long

yes

His Lat/Long will 
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Commented [JE1]: Can you communicate with subject? 
Yes 
Option A:  Ask caller to enter usngapp.org in their browser.  Did 
they get a blue and white screen? 
(I will make another comment somewhere on how dispatch can 
deal with USNG) 
 
If yes, read the coordinates.  Also talk caller through taking a 
screenshot and sending it to you. 
 
If no, talk caller through turning on the GPS in their phone and 
trying again.  (Dispatch will need a ‘cheat sheet’ for the popular 
phones.  For example, on an iPhone the user has to (1) have 
location services turned on and (2) grant permission to safari [or 
whatever browser they are using] to use location services.) 
 
If option A fails, then go to option B which is the flow chart on this 
page. 
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Introduction 

Cell phones are becoming critical to determining the location of people lost, injured or overdue. 

While successful searches are solved in many ways, the clues provided by the missing person’s 

cell phone can be so important that cell forensics is no longer something to do when nothing 

else works. The SAR mission manger must be aware that while cell phone position information 

– however derived – can be an important tool in the search for a lost party, the data can have 

significant accuracy limitations inherent in the underlying technologies. Such data is just another 

clue and must be evaluated as such. 

 

To better evaluate cell phone location clues, a SAR team must assign one or two techs to acquire 

a basic understanding of the technology, capabilities and limitations of cell phones as well as 

the techniques and information needed to find a missing or overdue person. Because requests 

for information from cell carriers must come from law enforcement, at least one of these 

Communications Forensics Techs (CFT)1 should be a sworn officer, though that person should 

probably also work with an interested SAR Team member. 

 

Cell phones are extremely complicated in how they work. Each manufacturer and carrier often 

has different features for a phone as well as different policies and capabilities to retrieve records 

of cell transactions and location information. Detail on individual phones or an individual 

carrier’s capabilities are beyond the scope of this briefing paper. Our purpose is to familiarize 

the CFT with enough information to be able to establish preplanning actions that should be 

done prior to any incident; gather necessary information as an incident progresses; determine 

when other resources need to be consulted and what information they’ll need for effective 

follow-up; and how to evaluate information and locations generated as a result of those efforts. 

 

There is also an important difference in location information derived from a direct call to an 

e911 Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) center or that obtained from the phone’s carrier or 

roaming partners. Modern cell phones and networks are now required to be designed to locate 

a phone’s position within very small tolerances. Unfortunately, that’s not always a real-world 

experience. Non-PSAP calls can be extremely difficult and even impossible to narrow a phone’s 

location to less than the total circumference of that tower’s signal range. Even a call using the 

e911 system can have major location errors inherent in the technology and interpretation. 

  

                                                           
1 The National Alliance for Public Safety and GIS (NAPSG) workgroup proposes Communications Forensics Tech 
(CFT) as a Team or Regional subject matter expert on cell phone technology. Discussion is ongoing but because 
location data is inherent in effectively locating subjects, the task might logically fall to the GIS section who are also 
likely to have the technological expertise and interest in obtaining the necessary training. If an LE officer is unable 
to fill that role, the non-LE CFT must work closely with Investigations who make the initial exigent circumstances 
request. The CFT should be on hand to ask questions of the carrier’s techs when providing information or receiving 
solutions. 
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Cell Phone Basics 

A cell tower broadcasts a constant signal on a control channel. That signal carries identifying 

information about the tower, the towers nearby (the “switch” group it’s a part of) and the 

network (carrier: e.g. Verizon) it’s associated with. There are several different types of tower 

configuration. Omnidirectional has an antenna that broadcasts and receives in a 360° circle. 

There are also Tri- and Bi-directional towers which have antenna covering a conic (pie shaped) 

sector. Depending on the antenna type, many of these cover an arc of about 65°. As a result, 

these types of antenna might also have conic areas of weak or no coverage in the zones between 

them. In addition, some networks set power limits such that there’s a limited maximum radius 

beyond which it will not transmit to or receive signals from a cell phone. 

 

When a cell phone is turned on, it scans to find a cell tower compatible with the carrier – or a 

roaming partner – it’s registered to. It’s usually programmed to first search for its primary 

network (e.g. Sprint) and, if that’s not available, a roaming partner (e.g. Verizon). Calling 911 

overrides this sequence and the phone will contact whatever tower is capable of receiving its 

signal and at the phone’s maximum power level. In normal operation, when the phone finds a 

compatible tower’s control channel frequency, it notifies the network that calls can be routed to 

it. The phone is then registered on the network.  

 

Merely registering with a network through a tower is a very low level of data record and is not 

easily recoverable should the need arise. Even if recovered, registration data contains only the 

tower it registers with, not direction or distance – only that the phone was within that tower’s 

service area. Many cell carriers don’t even save registration information, though the major 

carriers might save it for up to 3 days. Registration is recorded either as a member of a group – 

or “switch”— of towers, as many as 20, or sometimes with an individual tower. The registration 

is classified as a Home Location Registration (HLR) or Visitor Location Registration (VLR) – 

though not all carriers have even that record.  

 

The phone then stays in constant communication with the tower – as many as 300 “I’m here” 

pulses a second. Information is two way: the tower gives its relative signal strength so the 

phone can increase or reduce output power for maximum efficiency and battery life when 

connected or registering. If the phone is at great distance, the tower pushes the handset to 

maximum power output to maintain a connection. If a phone is not getting any information 

from a tower, it increases to maximum power for a period of time (as designed by the phone 

manufacturer) looking for a link. After a certain amount of time (again, design dependent) it 

goes to checking in every 10 or 20 minutes but still at maximum power. At distance from tower 

or with no connection, the battery can be quickly depleted. 

 

The next level of communication between a phone and tower involves the actual exchange of 

data: a text message, phone call or voice mail. Such exchanges are called a transaction and 

record the tower, the time the signal was sent from the phone to the tower and back (Round 

Trip Distance or RTD), the tower’s specific antenna (conic section), signal strength and, 
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sometimes, direction. This combined data improves chances of determining a location. A cell 

phone company’s priority in recording location data is centered on data that they charge for 

service features. So a transaction record is easier to find when an official request is made by law 

enforcement to the carrier.  

 

A phone does know when it has lost contact with a tower and, when signal strength is 

sufficient, it will re-register with the nearest tower as either a HLR or VLR. If, though, there are 

no messages (e.g. Text or Voice Mail), there is no transaction and, again, the exchange results 

only in the low-level registration record. When an incident begins, then, it is critical that among 

the first actions a SAR manager takes is to send a text message (SMS) AND a photo message 

(MMS) to the phone to be sure that, should the cell phone be active and in communication with 

a tower, there’s an easily traceable record that can be recovered by the cell carrier (see Active 

Incident Checklist and Considerations). This message instructs the subject to immediately call 

911 allowing the PSAP to obtain more accurate location information. Remember, calling the 911 

cell system activates a protocol such that a more accurate location can be derived. It should be 

one of the first steps the SAR team tries to accomplish in its workflow. 

 

When delivered to the phone, SMS and MMS messages are recorded differently in the system 

and further help find the subject’s phone. You can get a successful delivery receipt for an SMS 

message, but only when sent from within that phone’s network. An MMS message, though, can 

return a successful delivery receipt across networks. However, there is no return message if it 

was not delivered. In addition, this action establishes a time stamp that can be compared during 

the carrier’s record search to eliminate time zone ambiguity between carrier and Investigations. 

 

Further complicating getting the location of a phone during an incident is that the phone’s 

home network – the one it’s registered to (e.g. Sprint, Verizon, AT&T etc.) – might not routinely 

check the records of their roaming partners: the carriers a phone is able to connect to while 

roaming. This means that it’s not enough to contact only the phone’s carrier when attempting to 

obtain a location or Last Known Point (LKP). For instance, your subject has a Verizon phone 

and you check with Verizon for the location of the phone’s last transaction. However, if the 

phone is in, say, Tuolumne County (California) you may have to know to check with Verizon’s 

roaming partner, Golden State Cellular, which would handle roaming in that area for Verizon. 

You’ve got to contact each carrier along the potential route of the missing person. Knowing all 

the carriers in your area of responsibility and developing a prior relationship with them is a critical 

preplanning step (See Preplanning Actions).  

 

When a phone is turned off (or dies from battery failure), part of the shutdown process 

unregisters the phone from the network. When that happens, calls are then automatically 

forwarded to voice mail. If a cell phone shuts off abruptly (losing tower signal, battery too low 

to go through a normal shutdown sequence; the phone is destroyed or other failure) then calls 

will continue to attempt to be routed to the phone and not voice mail. However, after a certain 

amount of time has passed without contact between cell phone and a tower (8 to 24 hours, 
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depending on the carrier) the network assumes the phone is no longer operating and calls are 

then automatically forwarded to voicemail.  

 

Call forwarding to voicemail can only be ended by the phone receiving the cell tower’s control 

channel signal and responding to it, then registering its active status with the network. A phone 

that is still considered to be on the network might ring for around 20 seconds before going to 

voicemail. Less than that might indicate it’s already deregistered from the network either 

formally, through shutdown, or because it’s timed-out with no registration for a long period. 

The Cell Phone’s GPS 

A cell phone’s GPS is also subject to errors. When any kind of GPS is turned on, it requires three 

sets of data before giving an accurate Time to First Fix (TITFF): the satellite signal; almanac data 

and ephemeris data. The GPS almanac is a set of data transmitted by all GPS satellites and tells 

the receiver where to find all the GPS satellites. Ephemeris is satellite-specific orbital 

information. The GPS receiver itself takes the almanac and ephemeris data and calculates 

position. A GPS or cell phone that does not have a current almanac cannot use satellite data to 

determine its position. 

 

When the GPS is activated for the first time; when it’s been off for a number of days; or when 

it’s moved significantly from the last time it acquired an accurate location, that’s known as a 

“cold start” and it might take 12 to 20 minutes to provide the current location as it downloads a 

new almanac, which takes a minimum of 12.5 minutes. A “warm” start means the GPS begins 

knowing the time to within about 20 seconds and its position within 100km or so. Acquisition of 

satellites and calculation of location can then be as from ½ a second to 30 seconds. 

 

On a cellular network, this process is speeded up using Assisted GPS (AGPS). The tower stores 

and transmits part of the almanac to the cell phone. In addition, the tower can increase TITFF by 

transmitting data from its known position to aid the calculation done by the phone. This is 

further complicated by the settings available on a phone to turn on and off power saving 

features that might effect the accuracy of the derived location, depending on variables such as 

using WiFi or GPS or a combination of those features. 

Figure 1: Test of a cell phone's GPS accuracy at several settings: GPS only, Power Saving with WiFi on, High Accuracy with 
WiFi on and Power Saving WiFi Off (1,350 from Actual). 
Data supplied by Rebeccah Unruh, WiSAR Workgroup. See also: http://goo.gl/C9oJrj  

Formatted: Heading 3

Formatted: Highlight
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There have been a number of instances where a person needing aid has called emergency 

services (but not 911 directly) and reported coordinates by reading them directly off the phone. 

Errors of several miles have occurred. On a cold start, the coordinates displayed can be the last 

accurate fix the phone had, which could be that morning or days earlier. As noted elsewhere, 

coordinates can also be affected by multi-path signals due to rock faces, buildings or trees. 

 

The SAR manager won’t know, though, any of the myriad location calculation methods that 

were used in providing the coordinates reported, either directly from the user, by an app, by 

friends or 911. As such, SAR managers must regard any reported coordinates as only another 

clue and evaluate the possible errors inherent in the technology of obtaining them. A good rule 

of thumb is, if at all possible, obtain two sets of coordinate data over a period of at least 25 

minutes. This is true of 911 calls, direct contact with the person in distress or using location 

apps from the cell or web site app (see Cell Geolocation Web Apps). 

Requesting Data From Cell Providers 

Requesting location information and records from a cell phone carrier must be done by law 

enforcement and must meet exigent circumstances requirements. Again, as part of preplanning 

you should know the carriers in your area of responsibility and have 24/7 contact numbers for 

each. Use the Law Enforcement Telephone Investigations Resource Guide as a reference. This guide 

outlines the records and legal process required of any request. Also included are the contacts for 

each major carrier. This guide is available on the Internet. Also have the required Exigent 

Circumstances form for each carrier on hand. Some carriers do not recognize a request as 

exigent (emergency) after 48 hours and require a warrant. So it’s critical such requests are made 

quickly. 

 

Actually finding the location of a phone is a difficult process and needs to be done by the 

engineers of the individual providers within the areas the phone is thought to be travelling 

through. Even then, the data you get is dependent on the experience of the engineer providing 

it, the initial information you provide to them and the time period you provide it in. Some 

records are only kept for a short period of time – 24 hours to 3 days.  As with any clue, the IC 

needs to understand the limits of the location data they get and be able to ask questions of the 

provider to help establish a confidence level in that clue.  

 

Once you have information from a provider, you have to know the basics of how it’s derived 

and the confidence you can place in it. It’s also important to be able to ask the right questions to 

make sure you have everything you need to evaluate the data. See   
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Sources of error to consider: for considerations on the reliability of your data. Critically, in many 

cases, a lot of technical understanding and interpolation of data is required that is well beyond 

what can be learned in this basic guide and incident mangers should call in an experience cell 

phone forensics specialist (see   
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Resources). 

 

When passed on to a higher level of technical expertise, it’s important that the CFT has done a 

good job in gathering all relevant information of the subject’s cell phone; created a timeline that 

will bracket the critical time leading up to the subject’s disappearance; and requested all call 

records with location solutions from the appropriate cell carriers. With the location data the 

carrier provides, interpolation of the data is critical. There are several GIS programs and 

services which automate parts of this workflow and a familiarity and practice with those tools 

must be done well prior to an active incident. In the quite likely event that more expert 

technological evaluation be done, the data is sent on to, say, the Air Force Rescue and 

Coordination Center. However, they cannot work directly with the cell phone carrier. That must 

still be done by the LE officer who made the initial request. 

Apps  

Apps have been created specifically for SAR where SAR sends a text message to the subject’s 

phone. The subject replies by text and, in a popup box, gives permission for the text to include 

the phone’s GPS location information. When the text arrives at the SAR server, it displays the 

actual coordinates as well as mapped location. The IC sends it from 

http://gps.asrc.net/~admin/login  (see   
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Resources). Another option is to verbally tell or text the person needing help and have them 

browse to usngapp.org.  This simple app runs right away in the user’s browser.  If this works, 

then the user’s cell phone will display their U.S. National Grid coordinates on a blue and white 

screen.  They can read text and/or send a screenshot to dispatch. 

 

Smart phones might also have applications installed which send location information either as a 

condition of using the app or when purposely activated by the user. Increasingly, many users 

are installing applications to help them find their phone if it’s lost or stolen. The app (e.g. 

Where’s My Droid, for Android phones) can be activated remotely from the user’s account on a 

web site console. Via text message, the phone can be told to respond with its location, 

determined either from network based calculations or using the phone’s GPS. It can also 

activate the phone’s camera and take a picture, lock the phone from further use or wipe all data 

from the phone. Many such apps also have a function which will send location information to a 

specified address when the battery is about to fail (e.g. 5% or so). 

 

Family members or friends might know what apps the missing party has. In addition, many 

phones keep a full backup on a Cloud server and a tech or relative with password access might 

be able to duplicate the phone to see what apps are on the phone. During the interview process, 

the investigator should use the Contra Costa Electronic Device interview form (see Resources). 
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How the Cell Phone Carrier Obtains Location Information 

DRAFT: review carefully 

When a subject calls 911 with a cell phone and is using a modern smart phone, then location 

information can be immediate and, often, accurate (see E911 Workflow). If, though, you’re 

trying to narrow down a search area based on non-911 records, finding a location can be very 

difficult and with large margins for error (see   
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Sources of error to consider:). The initial solutions are provided by the carrier and, ideally, 

interpreted by a cell phone forensics specialist.  

 

Prior to contacting the carrier, you should have implemented the steps recommended in E911 
Workflow 

Unlike 911 calls placed from a landline, in which the calling number location is fixed to a 

physical street address, calls placed by a cell phone can come from anywhere service is available 

which is approximately line of sight to a cell tower. Wireless telecommunications carriers use a 

number of technologies to attempt to determine the caller’s location when E911 calls are placed. 

A basic understanding of these technologies can aid SAR mission managers in planning their 

searches for parties that have called E911 for assistance. 

 

A caller dialing 911 on a cell phone is connected to a Public Safety Access Point (PSAP). 

Location information is provided to them by a third party company. It is derived and provided 

in a standardized format to the dispatcher handling the call. This information is dependent on 

the type of handset the subject is using and the standards the Carrier has adopted to meet Phase 

II requirements for 911 service (see Appendix). Carriers are allowed to use a Network based 

(AKA infrastructure) solution or handset based tools for locating the phone. A network based 

solution uses TDOA (Time Distance Of Arrival), AOA (Angle Of Arrival), and more to try to 

figure out the location of the handset. A handset solution uses GPS or aGPS (assisted GPS).  

 

While generalizations can sometimes be made that CDMA uses GPS solutions and GSM use 

network solutions, it’s important to remember that each carrier was allowed to choose what 

solution it wanted to deploy. As such, there's a mix out there. ALL phones out there today 

include GPS or aGPS in them - it's a matter of whether the carrier decides to use it or not for 

their e911 solutions. However, dialing 911 from a cell phone will automatically trigger one of 

these solutions. 

 

The location information provided to a PSAP is actually initially processed by a third party 

(either Intrado or TCS) and then passed on – usually verbally – to the responsible PSAP center. 

The e911 dispatcher does not necessarily record the coordinates other than writing them down 

and then giving them to the responsible agency. However, the third party does record the 

information such that it can be recovered from their 24/7 support center, if necessary. Knowing 

which third party contracts to provide location information to your e911 call center should be 

part of your preplanning. The third party may also be able to do post-processing of data to 

obtain a better location in the event of partial or weak connections. You might also need to talk 

to them to make sure the coordinates you’re given are those of the subject’s phone and not the 

tower the call was routed through, which sometimes happens. As such, following an e911 relay, 

you may want to contact Intrado or TCS directly to refine or confirm the location information as 

well as understand the level of confidence you can assign this clue. 

 

When the e911 dispatcher receives the location information, they then contact the appropriate 
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public safety or law enforcement agency with the caller’s situation and provide that location 

information. Almost always, the coordinates given are in Decimal Degrees (e.g. -119.587, 

37.745). To ensure appropriate response to the right location, it’s critical you confirm with PSAP 

the coordinate type and nearby place names Asking for an emailed hard copy is a good practice 

to follow with all coordinate types from 3rd parties. Critically, the first set of coordinates is often 

the location of the cell tower the phone is using. A second set of coordinates sometimes follows. 

If in contact with the caller, also consider confirming the location using one of the apps 

suggested in Cell Geolocation Web App. 

Preplanning and gathered the information recommended in Active Incident Checklist and 

Considerations. Very early in the active incident investigation, the subject’s cell phone carrier 

should be contacted. Much of the low level (e.g. registration) digital information recorded is 

routinely deleted after very short periods of time, if it’s even kept. Also, of course, it’s quite 

likely the subject’s cell phone battery is rapidly depleting and chances for either direct contact 

or obtaining better location information will similarly diminish.  

 

Registration and transactions are the two primary record types the carrier will look for in an 

attempt to determine a location. As noted, when turned on or moving into a tower’s signal 

zone, the phone will register with the network. This is very short-lived information – if it’s even 

kept. The large carriers (e.g. AT&T and Verizon) will store these records for as long as 3 days. 

Smaller carriers may not store it at all. The registration information only includes the time and 

tower. The record does not include a direction from the tower, the tower antenna segment that 

received the signal or the time it took for the cell’s signal to reach the tower and receive an 

acknowledgement.  

 

Although minimal, with a registration record, the CFT at least has a general area the subject was 

in, which is bounded by the tower’s known coverage maximum. Within that maximum signal 

distance of the tower – and especially in uneven and mountainous terrain – are smaller areas 

that the subject’s phone could transmit from (Figures 3 - 5) and, equally important, areas it 

cannot transmit from. As noted, a coverage map for each tower should be part of your 

preplanning. Coverage maps can be generated from software or an online service (See   
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Resources). During an actual search, this map should be further refined by the carrier or the 

forensic specialist but your preplanning map is an important initial resource. 

 

 
Figure 2: Pie shaped segment showing coverage area from one antenna  

on Tri-directional tower. 
www.wpcde-911.com/GeoLynx.htm 

Working with the phone carrier’s engineers, the CFT might be able to further narrow down the 

subject’s location. For instance, a series of registrations moving through different tower signal 

areas would indicate movement, direction of travel and might suggest a travel corridor the 

subject is moving in such as a road or trail. Further, the loss of signal from the subject’s phone 

might indicate travel into a dead zone. Obviously, though, it could also mean the phone was 

turned off, the battery died or other failure. 

 

Better location information can be derived from a transaction record. Because they reflect 

charges to the customer’s account, these are kept for very long periods by the carrier. A 

transaction record will include the tower contacted, the sector antenna on the tower used 

(indicating a general direction), time stamps to estimate RTD to the phone, and what the 

transaction was (e.g. voice mail, text, voice call). Even an attempt at a call, though not 

completed, will yield some or all of this information. There are still huge sources of uncertainty 

in this information. If the tower is omnidirectional, you’ll not be able to get a direction from 

tower to subject, only that the signal is within the radius of its signal area. You will, though, be 

able to get an estimated distance provided by the carrier and can project a circle around the 

tower, buffered to indicate confidence (e.g. +/- 1,000 feet either side of the RTD estimate). Where 

that ring crosses mapped signal areas can further narrow the search area (Figures 3 – 5). This, 

used with other clues, such as location of vehicle or intended route from family or RP, can refine 

the potential search area further. 
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With a Tri- or Bi- directional tower, where individual antenna cover pie shaped segments 

(Figure 2), you can obtain a general direction. The carrier will automatically derive a location for 

the phone based on this data, called the Network Based Location or NBL. This calculation is 

based on the tower and antenna sector the subject’s phone connects to. An RTD is derived and a 

direction, giving a rough NBL estimate. In rural areas, where the phone may only be hitting one 

tower site, the accuracy is not necessarily trustworthy. Uncertainty is also increased when the 

signal bounces off terrain enroute to and from the tower. This creates a multipath signal which 

increases the time and, so, the RTD calculation. 

 

Nonetheless, the carrier will provide a lat/long giving a single point on a map – but the actual 

precision relative to the actual location of the subject’s phone can be misleading and the location 

should not be absolutely relied upon. The SAR manager must remember that implied precision 

(e.g. a lat/long representing a point) is not the same thing as accuracy. The carrier also usually 

provides a confidence level in feet, but that can also be misleading. An experienced forensics 

specialist will add a buffer, indicating possible error, in an arc representing the RTD calculation 

from the tower (Figure 2). Layered on top of actual cell coverage, you can then narrow the 

potential search area (Figures 3 and 4). Additional evidence – such as trails, location of vehicle, 

logical travel routes – might narrow the search area further. 

 

 
Figure 3: Coverage zones of Tri-directional tower. Red 

squares are Network Based Locations. Orange ring is buffered 
to represent confidence of +/- 1,000 feet. 

If the subject’s phone was able to establish a transaction with a 2nd or even a 3rd tower, that can 

increase the location accuracy significantly (Figure 5) through triangulation. The more 

transaction data points that cluster in a small area and the more towers are involved, the greater 

the confidence you can have in the location data derived. This is all information that needs to be 

evaluated in discussions with the carrier, a qualified cell phone forensics specialist and the 

incident command’s forensics tech or investigator. 
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Determining Location from Transaction Records 

  

 

Figure 3: NBL's and several stacked buffered 
rings. Purple are specific areas of coverage 
from Tower 1. 
Justin Ogden, AFRCC. 

 

 

Figure 4: Initial search area determined by NBL’s and 
specific coverage from Tower 1.Note that because 
the upper NBL did not map to a coverage area, it was 
discarded. 
Justin Ogden, AFRCC. 

 

 

Figure 5: Additional NBL’s after contact with 
Tower 2. Blue is that tower’s coverage. When 
layered over Tower 1 coverage area, 
potential search area is reduced. 
Justin Ogden, AFRCC. 
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E911 Workflow 

Unlike 911 calls placed from a landline, in which the calling number location is fixed to a 

physical street address, calls placed by a cell phone can come from anywhere service is available 

which is approximately line of sight to a cell tower. Wireless telecommunications carriers use a 

number of technologies to attempt to determine the caller’s location when E911 calls are placed. 

A basic understanding of these technologies can aid SAR mission managers in planning their 

searches for parties that have called E911 for assistance. 

 

A caller dialing 911 on a cell phone is connected to a Public Safety Access Point (PSAP). 

Location information is provided to them by a third party company. It is derived and provided 

in a standardized format to the dispatcher handling the call. This information is dependent on 

the type of handset the subject is using and the standards the Carrier has adopted to meet Phase 

II requirements for 911 service (see Appendix). Carriers are allowed to use a Network based 

(AKA infrastructure) solution or handset based tools for locating the phone. A network based 

solution uses TDOA (Time Distance Of Arrival), AOA (Angle Of Arrival), and more to try to 

figure out the location of the handset. A handset solution uses GPS or aGPS (assisted GPS).  

 

While generalizations can sometimes be made that CDMA uses GPS solutions and GSM use 

network solutions, it’s important to remember that each carrier was allowed to choose what 

solution it wanted to deploy. As such, there's a mix out there. ALL phones out there today 

include GPS or aGPS in them - it's a matter of whether the carrier decides to use it or not for 

their e911 solutions. However, dialing 911 from a cell phone will automatically trigger one of 

these solutions. 

 

The location information provided to a PSAP is actually initially processed by a third party 

(either Intrado or TCS) and then passed on – usually verbally – to the responsible PSAP center. 

The e911 dispatcher does not necessarily record the coordinates other than writing them down 

and then giving them to the responsible agency. However, the third party does record the 

information such that it can be recovered from their 24/7 support center, if necessary. Knowing 

which third party contracts to provide location information to your e911 call center should be 

part of your preplanning. The third party may also be able to do post-processing of data to 

obtain a better location in the event of partial or weak connections. You might also need to talk 

to them to make sure the coordinates you’re given are those of the subject’s phone and not the 

tower the call was routed through, which sometimes happens. As such, following an e911 relay, 

you may want to contact Intrado or TCS directly to refine or confirm the location information as 

well as understand the level of confidence you can assign this clue. 

 

When the e911 dispatcher receives the location information, they then contact the appropriate 

public safety or law enforcement agency with the caller’s situation and provide that location 

information. Almost always, the coordinates given are in Decimal Degrees (e.g. -119.587, 

37.745). To ensure appropriate response to the right location, it’s critical you confirm with PSAP 

the coordinate type and nearby place names Asking for an emailed hard copy is a good practice 
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to follow with all coordinate types from 3rd parties. Critically, the first set of coordinates is often 

the location of the cell tower the phone is using. A second set of coordinates sometimes follows. 

If in contact with the caller, also consider confirming the location using one of the apps 

suggested in Cell Geolocation Web App. 

Preplanning 

As all SAR managers know, careful preplanning is critical to the success of any mission. The 

team’s Cell Phone Forensics Tech, in cooperation with the law enforcement supervisor, needs to 

make contact with each carrier operating within their area of responsibility. They should 

develop a good working relationship so SAR managers have an operational knowledge of areas 

of coverage, capabilities of the carrier for data recovery and locating the subject’s phone, and 

24/7 contact numbers for people who can obtain this information. The manager must also find 

out what information the carrier requires for effective follow-up. 

Key Points: Team Preparation (adapted from Koester, Lost Person Behavior) 

 Without an established relationship with cell phone providers it may be difficult, slow, 

or even impossible to obtain location information. The middle of an incident is not the 

time to determine the exact requirements for each provider. 

 If your agency hasn’t done the necessary preplanning or lacks the expertise, develop a 

relationship with a nearby agency that has those skills. Develop an MOU to call on them 

at need. 

 Know how to send both a text message (SMS) and a picture message (MMS). 

 Have the URL for one of several services which can locate a phone replying to a text 

message containing that URL (See Resources). 

 During an incident, confirm there is only ONE point of contact with cell phone carriers. 

This is especially critical in multi-agency operations. 

Preplanning Actions 

 As part of preplanning, someone in your team needs to be well versed in GIS, mapping 

coordinates and have a software mapping program they’re experienced with. You can 

enlist help from your county planning agency or local land management agency, which 

usually have GIS specialists on staff. 

 Justin Ogden of the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center has recently set up a web site 

(as an LLC, not affiliated with AFRCC) for law enforcement and provides a set of tools 

to determine the carrier for a cell phone number; generate a coverage map for each 

tower; and automate processing and projecting the data returned from an exigent 

circumstances request. Because some of the data sources are restricted, the site is open 

only to LE. Request access at: mostlikelyarea.com. The site also has training videos about 

each tool provided (www.mostlikelyarea.com).   

 Obtain a map of all cell towers in your area of responsibility. These are available from 

your area’s cell carriers or, often, your County planning office. Note that the federal 

database of cell towers does not include towers less than 200 feet high because the main 
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purpose of that list is for possible aircraft hazard. Your local carriers are your best source 

for obtaining this data. 

 Map the relative signal strength of each tower. This will also help in determining dead 

zones and might later suggest a priority search zone if there’s no cell signal. Such maps 

can be obtained from the carriers or generated by your County GIS. During an actual 

incident, though, coverage maps should be refined by the carrier or CFT according to 

the specific needs of the search. 

 Obtain contact information for the tech or engineer with your local carrier(s) who you’d 

be working with on an incident. Introduce yourself and go over the workflow of a SAR, 

possible scenarios, what information they’d need and what they can be expected to 

supply. 

 Obtain the Law Enforcement Telephone Investigations Resource Guide and the Exigent 

Circumstances forms specific to those carriers for requesting records and location 

information from cell carriers. 

 Find out what resources and expertise neighboring agencies have. 

 Cell carriers have several types of portable towers (e.g. COWs, COLTs, RATs) that can 

be moved into a search area, either to enable better communication by field teams or to 

bring coverage to a dead zone, possibly allowing communication with the subject’s 

phone. There can be a 12 hour lead time in getting these resourced operational, but on a 

large or critical incident they can be an immense asset. As part of your preplanning 

effort, you’ll want to ask what local carriers have available, circumstances under which 

they’ll deploy and response times. 
Have a Missing Person Cell Phone information questionnaire when taking a report from 

an RP (See sample excerpt from Contra Costa County, CA in   

Commented [JE2]: 12 hour 
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 Resources. 

 Determine where your e911 (PSAP) Call Center is and a direct contact number for them. 

Active Incident Checklist and Considerations 

As emphasized earlier, the time to develop knowledge and skills to locate an individual using 

cell phone forensics is not during an active incident. Gather the critical information and other 

resources (e.g. cell phone carrier) as part of your preplanning (see Preplanning). 

 

At a minimum, you’ll need: 

 Target Phone Number 

 That number’s carrier (e.g. AT&T, Verizon etc.) 

o This can be obtained from either Last Known Point web tools or other online 

lookup tools (See   
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o Resources). 

 Generic Location of missing person (An area, however general, to try to reduce search 

area of tower and records) 

 Published callback number with your agency for confirmation of authority. 

 The exigent circumstances form the cell’s carrier uses. 

 Incident number or case number. 

Considerations: Active Incident 

Use Contra Costa SAR Electronics Interview sheet (References) or full Missing Person version at 
https://goo.gl/HZTtUC  

1. Does the subject own a cell phone (or more than one)? 

a. Where is the phone? 

i. With the subject? 

ii. In the subject’s car, home, etc?  

iii. Somewhere unknown? 

2. Did e911 receive the call for help? Did they either transfer the call to the responsible LE 

agency and or did they provide the location information obtained (See E911 Workflow)? 

3. Determine if other agencies are involved and contact them directly to find out what 

information they have and what steps they’ve taken in the search. Have they contacted 

the cell’s primary carrier and/or the roaming partners in their area of responsibility? This 

is especially important in multi-jurisdiction incidents because there should be only one 

contact point for all cell-related information, whether it’s to the subject’s carrier or 

family and friends. 

4. Is or has the subject been in contact with you (or anyone else) by cell phone? 

a. From RP, family or friends: list three people subject would call in an emergency. 

b. Instruct subject, family, search staff, and PSAP to not initiate calls to the subject. 

All calls to the subject must be coordinated through the ICP and the carrier 

alerted that a call or text is being done so they can watch it in real time. 

5. Is the phone responding but no one is answering? 

6. Is the phone not responding, e.g., going to voice mail? 

a. The phone may be on but in a no-service zone. 

b. The phone may be off or destroyed, or the battery is dead. 

7. It’s critical to remember that to obtain real-time information on a phone’s location, you 

have maybe 12 hours maximum before the battery dies if it’s not plugged into a charger 

in a vehicle or some other power source. Some carriers have a 48 hour limit beyond with 

a warrant must be obtained. In some cases, though, you can talk to a supervisor and 

show evidence that a missing person is still within the definition of exigent 

circumstances. In any event, you have to obtain information and act quickly. 

8. Conservation of battery life is critical 

a. Keep all calls short to conserve the battery. 
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b. Use text messaging when possible. It conserves the battery and is more likely to 

be received in marginal areas. In many cases, especially when roaming, the 

handset will not be notified of any new voice messages. 

c. The subject should be instructed to keep the battery/handset warm. 

d. After the subject has used the GPS in their phone to help report their position 

then they should turn location services off to extend battery life. Be sure to 

coordinate the next time to turn on the phone. 
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e. Subjects at night without any other light sources have been instructed to use the 

cell phone as a light source to attract helicopters with night vision goggles. This, 

though, rapidly drains a battery and may be counterproductive. 

9. The location provided by the cell provider may or may not be related to the subject’s 

present location or even close to it. Again, it’s a clue and must be treated as such, not an 

absolute. 

Active Incident Checklist 

 Obtain cell number, carrier, and a general area where the person is thought to be (which 

can be further refined by accurate information and working with carrier) 

o If family or friend is unable to provide this information (and family should be 

directed to look for bills from carrier) use one of the web sites (see   
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o Resources) to look up what carrier the number is registered to AND follow up to 

determine if the number has been assigned to a different carrier (portability of 

number). 

o Getting the bill is important because the person who has the phone may not be 

the person being billed. 

o Determine the carrier’s roaming partners in the search area. When querying a 

carrier for location information, they do not necessarily also query their roaming 

partners. You have to make sure this is done based on local knowledge you’ve 

learned in preplanning. 

o Determine if the phone might have an app on it allowing its location to be 

queried remotely. This might be possible through the phone’s App store (e.g. 

Google Play for Androids, or the App Store on iTunes for iPhones). 

 Send Voice, SMS and MMS: “This is [NAME] with [AGENCY] County Sheriff’s Office. 

Please dial 911 immediately upon receipt of this message.” Send photo (MMS) of a 

printed sign with same request. 

o Alert the phone’s carrier that you are sending the message or making a call. This 

allows them to watch for any transaction in real time. 

o If contact is made with subject, and they have not already done so, have them 

contact 911. The e911 call centers have the capability to quickly determine a 

location (within certain margins of error (see E911 Workflow.) 

 Coordinate this with your 911 (PSAP) center so they expect the call. 

o Send SMS and MMS messages with delivery receipt turned on. Many cell phones 

have this capability and you’ll get a return from the target phone which confirms 

it’s active and adds another transaction record with the carrier to further help 

with location. 

o If text communication can be established and voice with e911 is not working or 

gives ambiguous results, send a text and ask them to go to http://usngapp.org 

and text back the coordinates that are displayed.  If that does not work then send 

a text from either the Appalachian SAR Team’s Geolocation SAR App 

(http://gps.asrc.net/~admin/login) or a similar app from Most Likely Area (LE only 

by approval:  www.mostlikelyarea.com.) 

o If you’ve received a reply with GPS information using the above Web App, you 

can use the carrier’s information to confirm the location of the phone. It does 

happen that even a GPS location will show only the last good fix of a phone’s 

GPS and NOT its present location. Double check with what the carrier is able to 

determine and/or e911, if they were contacted. 

 Establish timeline and locations of subject using standard investigation techniques. Cell 

records (e.g. network registrations and transactions) can be additional clues which will 

have to be evaluated based on the capabilities and limits of the technology.  

o When did subject enter your area of responsibility? This might be the starting 

time of your request for location records from cell carrier. 

o What cell towers might the subject have come near? 
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o Who is responsible for those towers? 

o Determine LKP of subject so you know how far back you need to ask carrier and 

roaming partners to search records. NOTE: this is not necessarily when the 

person was reported missing but the last place he or she was known to be with 

the phone and, ideally, used it to create a transaction record with the carrier. As 

such, you will probably want to request the carrier – and any potential roaming 

partners – search records going back several days before they were reported 

missing. This might also give you behavioral data, direction of travel and 

additional witnesses. 

 Check with family, witnesses and reporting party to find out if they’ve established cell 

contact with the subject, whether voice, text or lost connection. Ask if voice attempts go 

directly to voice mail or if the phone rings. 

o Ask RP and family how knowledgeable the subject is with a cell phone. Are they 

likely to turn off the phone to conserve battery? Put it in Airplane Mode? 

 Some law enforcement agencies have devices that can be used to track and locate 

specific cell phones (e.g. Stingray). They work by emulating a cell tower and, with the 

known cell number of the subject, can acquire a signal and give a general direction and 

sitance. Such devices have been successfully used on SAR incidents. It is critical that you 

act quickly to obtain the cooperation of LE agencies who have such devices and get them 

to respond to the search area before the missing individual’s cell phone battery dies. 

Because of the difficulty of obtaining a Stingray and LE operator, such a resource request 

should be strongly considered during the first operational period. 

o In preparation, you should consider if your subject is in a cell signal dead zone. 

Mapping such zones, using a GIS Specialist or a phone company engineer, can 

help define your priority search area. 

o Have locations mapped out that give the widest coverage of the dead zone (e.g. 

peaks overlooking the search area). These locations might be where you’d place 

the location finding device or even a portable cell site (e.g. COW). Some of these 

devices relay to a satellite and others need line of sight to an existing tower. 

o Have transportation on hand that can transport device and operator to those 

points. 
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Appendices 

Cell Phone Information Capture for SAR 

DRAFT – Not reviewed or discussed 

In addition, you may want to use the interview form developed by Contra Costa (California) 

SAR that is written to capture both cell phone information as well as that from social media, 

including access and passwords. You can download a PDF of the Contra Costa (California) 

Missing Person interview form from: https://goo.gl/HZTtUC. An excerpt from the electronics 

capture page is in Resources 

Carrier or PSAP important information: 

1. Incident Number 

2. Subject’s name 

a. Phone registered to <name> 

b. Phone number  

i. With phone number, carrier might be able to be determined by lookup 

site. See: How the Cell Phone Carrier Obtains Location Information. 

c. Copy of phone bill (if easily obtained) 

d. Carrier  

3. Contact Officer 

4. Reporting Party 

a. Contact number & location 

5. Last Known Point (general for purposes of starting cell tower search) 

6. Have law enforcement call the primary carrier (see attached flowchart). 

General Cell Phone Information for Investigator 

See Contra Costa sample electronic data questionnaire in Resources. 

1. Phone model. Check to see if it has GPS capability. 

2. List three people subject might try to contact by cell phone in an emergency 

a. <NAMES> 

b. <CONTACT NUMBERS> 

3. Location apps on phone that allow remote activation by text message? (e.g. Where’s My 

Droid? or Find My iPhone). As noted, this is a line of investigation that has not been 

tested yet but is worth considering. 
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History and Background of Cell Location Capabilities 

The FCC differentiates between levels of wireless 911 service by two Phases.  

 Phase I requires that the carrier pass the telephone number, the location of cell tower 

handling the call, and the sector of the tower receiving the call to the PSAP.  

 Phase II requires that the carrier also pass the subject’s position in latitude and 

longitude in decimal degrees using the NAD83 datum. 

Phase I location information is limited. Knowing the cell tower location and the sector, typically 

a 120 degree arc (Koester), the IC and SAR GIS Specialist may use this information to focus 

search activities away from the tower bounded by the edges of the pie-shaped wedge formed by 

the edges of the arc. A theoretical limit to the size of the search area can be determined if the 

carrier owner of the cell tower can provide coverage maps for the tower, but this is information 

that needs to be gathered separately during the search as it is not provided by the PSAP. 

Effectively, the mission leader starts the search at the base of the tower and works outward 

using the edges of the wedge to constrain the search area. 

Phase II allows carriers to use one of two methods to provide enhanced location information: 

GPS-based and network-based. GPS-based solutions use a GPS chip within the handset to 

transmit location information. Network-based solutions rely on triangulation techniques using 

multiple cell towers receiving signaling to determine location.  

The FCC has mandated the following accuracy standards for Phase II E911 calls: 

Wireless phones relying on network-based technology must provide Public Safety 

Answering Points (PSAP) with reports on their locations within 100 meters of accuracy 

for 67 percent of calls, and within 300 meters for 95 percent of calls, by Sept. 11, 2012, 

according to the order. Phones installed with GPS chips, meanwhile, must provide 

PSAPs with reports on their locations within 50 meters of accuracy for 67 percent of 

calls, and within 100 meters for 95 percent of calls, by the same date. The FCC also 

specified certain benchmarks to measure the carriers' progress, such as meeting the 

location accuracy requirements in at least 75 percent of PSAPs a carrier serves by 2010. 

(Reed) 
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Sources of error to consider: 

 Errors in coordinates have been reported in both phones and PLBs. In some cases, both 

may continue to show or send the last good GPS fix it had, even though its location may 

have changed. Ideally, location should be confirmed by as many sources as possible: 

GPS enabled phone text reply; e911; tower location supplied by the phone’s carrier; even 

description or MMS photo of terrain sent by subject as well as the Cell Geolocation Web 

Apps listed here. 

 A common source of location error in GPS-enabled cell phones is that the handset will 

transmit the coordinates of the last time it had a good position fix. It is quite possible 

that the subject may have moved a considerable distance since the position fix. 

 Errors in handing off coordinates between people or agencies are very common and 

protocols to record, pass on and even understand the coordinate type, datum and how 

coordinates are derived must be part of the chain of handling coordinates.  

o Transcription errors are also common where digits get reversed or handwriting 

is not clear. Before committing resources based on coordinates, it is strongly 

recommended they be confirmed with the original source. 

 Multipath errors. When either cell or GPS signals are refracted off solid surfaces (e.g. 

cliff faces) you can get locations that can be off by up to several miles. Sometimes this 

shows as a widely spaced scatterplot when you map multiple data points. Over time, the 

actual location will drift towards the main group of data points, but not always. This is 

especially true if you have only one or a very few location points. 

 For comparison purposes, a typical recreational-grade GPS unit under ideal 

circumstances is capable of accuracies to within 15 meters without WAAS, and of less 

than 3 meters using WAAS (Garmin). 

 GPS-enabled handsets are prone to the same types of accuracy limitations and errors 

that are encountered with any GPS technology. Of particular concern in rugged 

wilderness settings are signal multipath in which the satellite signals are reflected off of 

surrounding objects such as canyon walls, and the number of satellites visible, which 

may be limited by foliage or other terrain obstacles. 

Mapping Software 

Because cell phone locations from e911 and the carrier will be relayed in geographic 

coordinates, it’s important that all staff have a basic familiarity with coordinates and are 

comfortable with a mapping software program of their choice to find the location. Mistakes in 

this workflow are common, pose serious risks to responders and delays in a successful rescue. 

Coordinates from cell phone carriers and e911 centers should be given in Decimal Degrees (DD) 

with a datum of WGS 84. For instance, 37.744, -119.534 in WGS 84 is the top of Half Dome. The 

notation might also be given as 37.744 N, and 119.534 W. It’s critical that the minus sign or N 

and W be used when entering coordinates into mapping software or passing on that 
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information to responders. For latitude in North America, a positive sign is assumed and 

notation is not needed. Also request an email with a hardcopy of the coordinates. 

 

Never, though, assume the coordinates are in DD – always ask! Confirm the coordinate type 

(e.g. Decimal Degrees); the location of the decimal point; and the notation (N, W or a minus 

sign. This is true whatever agency supplies the initial coordinates (e.g. SPOT, AFRCC or a call 

from another emergency response agency). From experience, it is the author’s opinion that, 

until coordinates are confirmed back to their source and, ideally a hard copy is obtained from 

that source, they should be considered suspect. 

 

You must use mapping software that you’re experienced and comfortable with. However, it 

must also have the capability of accurately representing the terrain you’re responding to; 

should be able to quickly produce a labeled point with the coordinates shown; and easily 

change between a satellite image and USGS topo map. The former is useful for helicopter 

response to visualize terrain and find potential landing zones. The latter is, of course, the 

common map type used by SAR teams in rural and wilderness areas. 

Also, if the GIS specialist is not around when coordinates are called in, any member of the team 

should have the ability to understand basic GIS, coordinate systems, find a location when given 

coordinates, and be able to print a map for responders. 
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Resources 

Paul Doherty 

Paul J. Doherty, PhD | Senior Project Manager 

National Alliance for Public Safety GIS Foundation 

Tel. 202-895-1711 | Email pdoherty@publicsafetygis.org 

www.napsgfoundation.org  

 

Justin Ogden, Maj CAP 

Cellular Forensics Technical Specialist 

Air Force Rescue Coordination Center 

814-592-2340 (direct) 

877-243-1215 (fax) 

800-851-3051 (console/supervisor) 

For both downed aircraft and ground searches, Justin should be requested through AFRCC. If it’s a non-

aircraft search, it’s not an AFRCC incident and assistance is at Justin’s discretion. 

 

Don Ferguson 

Appalachian SAR 

Don has experience mapping cell coverage areas and estimating locations from RTD off the 

involved tower. He might especially be used to map coverage areas and dead zones either 

during an active incident or as part of a preplanning effort. 

304-290-9118 (cell phone)  

Don Ferguson dferguson002@gmail.com 

George Durkee 

Adjunct Instructor, GIS & Emergency Services 

Columbia College 

gedurkee@sonic.net 

209-591-8802 

GIS Corps 

Volunteer corps of GIS experts. They can be requested where mapping or GIS expertise is 

needed. 

http://www.giscorps.org/ 

911 Call Service Centers 

These are two of the services which first obtain the location of a cell phone calling 911, they then 

pass it on to the PSAP center. It might be necessary to contact them directly to help resolve 

discrepancies in a given 911-generated location. 

TCS 

http://www.telecomsys.com/products/public-safety/911-call-center-service.aspx  
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Cell Geolocation Web Apps 

Developed by Eric Menendez and Don Ferguson, Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference. 

Sends text message from their web app to cell phone, requests user to activate GPS in reply, 

then sends and maps coordinates of SMS reply. 

http://gps.asrc.net/~admin/ 

Login using “Guest” or create an account. 

 

USNG App 

http://usngapp.org 

Via text or direct voice contact, cell phone user can be instructed to browse to that URL. After 

granting permission to use the phone’s GPS, it will show the location in US National Grid 

(USNG) and, in the bottom left, show the relative accuracy of that position. Become familiar 

with USNG before recommending this app. At the moment, only a few online mapping services 

will locate coordinates in USNG format. One is: 

http://www.mappingsupport.com/p/gmap4.php 

 

Most Likely Area LLC  

Founded by Justin Ogden after more than 8 years experience in the field of cellular forensics. 

Most Likely Area LLC offers advanced analysis on cellular data to produce the most accurate 

and in depth depiction of where cell phones were used. General consulting services and 

training are available to educate personnel from law enforcement, PSAPs, and related agencies 

on how to use cell phone data in their day to day activities and investigations. 

www.mostlikelyarea.com/  

The tools website provided by Most Likely Area also has a lookup database for the carrier 

associated with the cell number. 

Services To Find Carrier Of Known Cell Phone Number 

FoneFinder 

Can be used to find the carrier a phone is registered to. Caution: Because phone numbers are 

now portable, if a person has changed providers or moved to a new location, the carrier shown 

may no longer be current. The most current database is available through mostlikelyarea.com’s 

tools (LE only). 

http://www.fonefinder.net/ 

TelcoData.US 
http://www.telcodata.us/search-area-code-exchange-detail?  

Also finds what carrier a phone is registered to. Then you need to get an account with Neustar 

to find out if the number was ported. If it was ported, Neustar will tell you who it belongs to. If 

it wasn't ported - all they tell you is "the phone number entered has not been ported" - so then 

you're back to NPA-NXX lookups. Get your Neustar account here: http://www.npac.com/the-

npac/access/law-enforcement-agencies-psaps/ivr-system. 
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This form is available in Word and PDF format from https://goo.gl/HZTtUC  
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